Abstract-Support vector machines (SVMs) with the 1 -penalty became a standard tool in the analysis of highdimensional classification problems with sparsity constraints in many applications, including bioinformatics and signal processing. We give non-asymptotic results on the performance of 1 -SVM in identification of sparse classifiers. We show that an N-dimensional s-sparse classification vector can be (with high probability) well approximated from only O(s log(N)) Gaussian trials. We derive similar estimates also in the presence of misclassifications and for the so-called doubly regularized SVM, which combines the 1 -and the 2 -penalty. Similar bounds were obtained earlier in the analysis of LASSO and 1-Bit compressed sensing.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Support Vector Machines
S
UPPORT vector machines (SVMs) are a group of popular classification methods in machine learning. Their input is a set of data points, each equipped with a binary label, which assigns each of the data points to one of the two groups. SVMs aim for linear classification based on separating hyperplanes between the two groups of training data, choosing a hyperplane with the separating gap as large as possible. Since their introduction by Vapnik and Chervonenkis [42] , the subject of SVMs has been studied intensively. We will concentrate on the so-called soft margin SVM [11] . As it allows also for misclassification of the training data, it is the most used version of SVMs nowadays.
The classical SVMs search for the hyperplane, which separates the two groups of training data with the maximal margin. This is reflected by the w 2 term in their definitions, cf. (II.1) and (II.2) below for details. Up to that, no structural pre-knowledge about the true classifier is used. A certain drawback of such SVMs, discussed in [16] , is that they might perform rather badly when the number m of data points is much smaller than the underlying dimension N of the problem, i.e., if m N. Indeed, a simple orthogonality argument shows that the minimizer of (II.1) always lies in the linear span of the data points. As a consequence, it is then difficult to classify new data points, which are nearly orthogonal to the training data. This is a crucial disadvantage in the analysis of highdimensional data. In the case where m N, the principle known as the bet on sparsity [16] ("use a procedure that does well in sparse problems, since no procedure does well in dense problems") suggests exploiting some structural assumptions on the classifier, in the most simple case that it is sparse.
Motivated by the success of LASSO [40] in sparse linear regression, it was proposed in [6] that replacing the Euclidean norm w 2 in the definition of SVMs by its 1 -norm w 1 = N j =1 |w j | leads to sparse minimizers w ∈ R N . This method was further popularized in [50] by Zhu, Rosset, Hastie, and Tibshirani, who developed an algorithm that efficiently computes the whole solution path (i.e., the minimizer of (II.2) for a wide range of parameters R > 0). We refer also to [2] , [5] , [31] , and [32] for other generalizations of the concept of SVMs. The 1 -SVM (and its variants) found numerous applications in high-dimensional data analysis, most notably in bioinformatics for gene selection and microarray classification [23] , [46] , [47] . Finally, 1 -SVMs are closely related to other popular methods of data analysis, like elastic nets [48] or sparse principal component analysis [49] .
B. Why Approximate the True Classifier?
The success of methods of machine learning is usually measured by its accuracy on new, unseen data after processing the training data set. On the other hand, in many application areas it is also important to have transparency and human interpretability of predictive models. Indeed, the parameters of the model are very often of independent interest.
One example out of many is the area of gene selection and tumor marker identification for cancer classification [20] , [29] . Although the quality of (a combination of) genes or tumor markers is their ability to correctly diagnose early stage tumors, we may also wish for other additional properties. We would like to keep the number of tumor markers as low as possible to make the testing both transparent and cheap. And finally, the identification of genes or proteins closely connected to the growth of a tumor of certain type can potentially stimulate further theoretical cancer research. A crucial question of a clinical test aimed at tumor marker identification is how many patients (i.e., data samples) have to be included in the test to have a good chance of success 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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if we expect (by our knowledge or experience) that a set of at most s markers should be sufficient to distinguish between healthy and sick patients. It is therefore important to study non-asymptotic error bounds for a limited number m of testing data, sparsity level s and dimensionality N of the test. This observation motivates the non-asymptotic study of the approximation of a true unknown sparse classifier. Especially, it would be highly desirable to know, which distributions of testing samples allow the recovery of sparse classifier with the amount of testing points growing only logarithmically with the underlying dimension.
C. Main Results
The main aim of this paper is to analyze the approximation of a true sparse classifier of two given classes of points by the 1 -SVM in the non-asymptotic regime. We sketch the setting of our work and present briefly the main results. Exact formulations will follow in Section II.
In the first part of our work, we assume that the data points a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ R N can be separated by a hyperplane according to the given labels y 1 , . . . , y m ∈ {−1, +1}, and that this hyperplane is normal to an s-sparse vector x ∈ R N . Hence, a i , x > 0 if y i = 1 and a i , x < 0 if y i = −1, where ·, · stands for the inner product in R N . We then obtainx as the minimizer of the 1 -SVM. The first main result of this paper, Theorem 4, then shows thatx/ x 2 is a good approximation of x, if the data points are i.i.d. Gaussian vectors and the number of measurements m scales linearly in s and logarithmically in N, i.e., if m = O(s log N). This favorable dependence of m on s and N explains theoretically the success of 1 -SVM in high-dimensional classification problems in the presence of a sparse classifier. Later on, we drop the assumption on perfect linear separability of the training data and consider also the performance of the 1 -SVM in the presence of misclassifications. Here, the use of softmargin SVMs becomes crucial. On the other hand, the analysis is only a straightforward modification of the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 4.
We make a very specific choice of the data model, cf. Assumption 1. If the training data can be actively designed (as it is the case in the field of 1-Bit Compressed Sensing, cf. [1] , [4] , [25] , [34] - [36] ) our results confirm that Gaussian designs perform very well and that 1 -SVM is a good reconstruction algorithm. On the other hand, it would be highly desirable (and it stays a subject of further research) to know under which conditions on the distribution of training data similar results could still be achieved. Actually, the analysis of Section IV can be understood as the first step to bridge the gap between the theoretical setting of Assumption 1 and real-life applications.
For the proofs of our main results we refer to Section III. The techniques used in the proof are based on the recent work of Plan and Vershynin [36] , which in turn makes heavy use of classical ideas from the areas of concentration of measure and probability estimates in Banach spaces [26] , [27] .
In Section V, we consider a modification of the 1 -SVM, which adds an additional 2 -constraint, cf. [45] . We will show in Theorem 19, that it still approximates the s-sparse classifier x ∈ R N with the number of measurements m growing linearly in s and logarithmically in N, but the dependence on other parameters improves. In this sense, this modification outperforms the classical 1 -SVM. Finally, in Section VI we show numerical tests to demonstrate the convergence results of Sections II, IV and V. In particular, we compare different versions of SVMs and 1-Bit Compressed Sensing.
D. Relation to Other Work
The statistical performance of LASSO was analyzed extensively, usually giving preference to estimates of the prediction error of the estimator. Nevertheless, estimates of the error of the recovery of the sparse parameter vector for the quadratic loss appeared in [9] and for more general Lipschitz loss functions in [41] . Estimates based on the technique of soft and hard thresholding were provided in [30] . Variable selection by 1 -penalties is investigated in [19] and [33] and by a combination of 1 -and 2 -penalties in [8] . Using the ideas of concentration of measure [26] and random constructions in Banach spaces [27] , the performance of LASSO was also analyzed in the recent area of compressed sensing [3] , [10] , [13] - [15] , [37] .
With its emphasis on 1 -SVM, [39] comes closest to our approach. Under rather weak assumptions it provides finite sample bounds on the excess risk of the 1 -penalized minimum hinge loss estimator. Although this can be further combined with the "Condition A" and "Condition AA" of [39] to obtain also a bound on the distance between the optimal Bayes' decision rule and the 1 -SVM minimizer, cf. [39, Lemma 3.1], additional assumptions are required as well. Finally, [39, eq. (2) ] enforces that the dimension of the problem can grow only in a polynomial way in the number of samples. In comparison to [39] , our work gives explicit bounds on the number of samples even for very high dimensions. The price to pay is the restrictive data model of i.i.d. Gaussian trials.
II. SETTING AND MAIN RESULTS
In its most common form (and neglecting the bias term), the soft-margin SVM is a convex optimization program
for some tradeoff parameter λ > 0 and the so-called slack variables ξ i . It will be more convenient for us to work with the following equivalent reformulation of (II.1)
where R > 0 gives the restriction on the size of w and [λ] + := max(λ, 0) is the positive part of a real number λ ∈ R. We refer to monographs [38] , [43] , [44] We present now the setting of our study and the main results. Let us assume that the data points a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ R N are equipped with labels y i ∈ {−1, +1} in such a way that the groups {a i : y i = 1} and {a i : y i = −1} can indeed be separated by a sparse classifier x, i.e., there is (at least one) x ∈ R N with 
and, therefore, this set also contains some (small) neighborhood of x. Any s-sparse point from this neighborhood then satisfies (II.3) and (II.4). By knowledge of a i 's, y i 's and s only, we therefore cannot distinguish between these points and we cannot recover x exactly by any method whatsoever. Naturally, this leads us to the question if we can obtain at least a good approximation of x by the 1 -SVM from a minimal number of training data. The assumption (II.4) is very restrictive. To get closer to real-life applications, it is important to show the stability of the methods used, i.e., to consider also vectors, which are not truly sparse but can only be approximated very well by sparse vectors. This concept (also known as compressibility) is in the field of sparse recovery very often expressed by assuming that the ratio x p / x 2 is small for some 0 < p < 2. We will therefore replace (II.4) by
Let us observe, that x 2 = 1 and x 0 ≤ s implies also x 1 ≤ √ s, i.e., (II.5) with R = √ s, and (II.5) allows for more generality than (II.4). Furthermore, we will assume that the training points Although connected by the underlying geometry, the role of the 1 -norm in (II.5) and (II.7) is slightly different. Its use in (II.5) allows us to prove the stability of our results, whereas in (II.7) it ensures the tractability of the recovery algorithm. Let us summarize the setting of our work, which we will later on refer to as Assumption 1 and which we keep for the rest of this section.
Assumption 1:
training data points for some constant r > 0; (iii) y i = sign( a i , x ), i = 1, . . . , m are the labels of the data points; (iv) we denote
where the subindex x denotes the dependency of f x on x (via y i ). Furthermore, for any x, w ∈ R N ,
where a and a i are independent copies of
(II.11)
In order to estimate the difference between x andx we adapt the ideas of [36] . Let x ∈ K be the true classifier and let a i and y i be defined as in Assumption 1. As both x andx belong to K andx is the minimizer of (II.11), we obtain f x (x) ≤ f x (x). Once both x andx are fixed, we consider the means E f x (w) defined in (II.10) with the help of independent copies of a i 's and estimate
Hence, it remains
• to bound the right hand side of (II.12) from above and • to estimate the left hand side in (II.12) by the distance between x andx from below. We begin with an estimate of the right hand side of (II.12). The following theorem shows that the value f x (w) concentrates around its mean E f x (w) uniformly for all w ∈ K with high probability. We refer to Section III for its proof.
Theorem 2: Let u > 0. Under the Assumption 1, it holds
with probability at least
Second, we show that the mean value of f x (w) is large for w far from x. When applied to w =x, this gives the lower bound of the left hand side of (II.12). The proof may be found again in Section III.
Theorem 3: Let the Assumption 1 be fulfilled and let
Combining Theorems 2 and 3 with (II.12) we obtain our main result. We split it into two parts, one involving implicit constants but allowing for simpler formulations, the other one with explicit constants and a general confidence level t > 0.
for some positive constants γ , C , C .
holds with probability at least
This result shows thatx/ x 2 is indeed a good approximation of the true classifier. Especially, it gives explicit bounds on the sufficient number of samples in terms of the parameters of our data model. 
III. PROOFS
The main aim of this section is to prove Theorems 2, 3 and 4. In Section III-A we prepare some lemmas needed in the proof of Theorem 2, which is then given in Section III-B. Further necessary lemmas are presented in Section III-C. Sections III-D and III-E are devoted to the proofs of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, respectively.
A. Concentration of f a (w)
In this subsection we want to show that f x (w) does not deviate far from its expected value E f x (w) uniformly in w ∈ K , i.e., we want to show that
is small with high probability. Therefore, we will first estimate its mean
and then use a concentration inequality to prove Theorem 2. The proof relies on standard techniques from [26] and [27] and is inspired by the analysis of 1-Bit Compressed Sensing given in [36] .
Let us put
where a is an independent copy of any of the a i and y = sign( a, x ). Further, we will make use of the following lemmas. 
Proof: First, we use the independence of ε i 's and observe
By the symmetry of Bernoulli variables,
and we arrive at
We complement the notation introduced so far by putting
(III.8) Proof: 1) The statement follows from
2) The estimate follows as a consequence of Hoeffding's inequality [24] . 3) [36, Th. 5.2] gives the estimate
Since the a i s are independent we get
and we end up with
(III.10)
To estimate the mean μ, we first derive the following symmetrization inequality, cf. [ 
(III.11)
Proof: Let A i (w) and A(w) be according to (III.3). Let a i and a be independent copies of a i and a. Then A i (w) and A (w), generated in the same way (III.3) with a i and a instead of a i and a, are independent copies of A i (w) and A(w). We denote by E the mean value with respect to a i and a . Using
Applying Jensen's inequality we further get
Equipped with this tool, we deduce the following estimate for μ.
Lemma 9: Under the Assumption 1, we have
Proof: Using Lemma 8, we obtain
Now, we can apply Lemma 6 to get
Using the second part of Lemma 7, we can further estimate
Finally, we use the duality · 1 = · ∞ and the first part of Lemma 7 and get
Now, we will estimate the probability that f x (w) deviates far from its mean anywhere on K , i.e., the probability 
Proof: Using Markov's inequality, let us first note
Using this inequality, we get
We define ε i and A i again by (III.2), (III.3) and let A i be independent copies of A i . We further get
which yields the claim. Next, we combine the Lemmas 6 and 10 to deduce the following result.
Lemma 11: Under the Assumption 1 and for μ andμ according to (III.1) and (III.7) and any u > 0, it holds
Proof: Applying Lemma 10 and Lemma 6, we get
Finally, we apply the second and the third part of Lemma 7 and estimate
which finishes the proof.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Using the two Lemmas 9 and 11, we can now prove Theorem 2. Lemma 11 yields
Furthermore, by Lemma 9 we obtain
Invoking the duality · 1 = · ∞ and the first part of Lemma 7 we can further estimateμ bỹ
Hence, with probability at least
we have
In this subsection we will estimate
for some w ∈ R N \{0} with w 1 ≤ R. We will first calculate both expected values separately and later estimate their difference. We will make use of the following statements from probability theory. Lemma 12: Let x, a ∈ R N be according to (II.5), (II.6) and let w ∈ R N \{0}. Then, it holds 1) a, x , a,
Proof: The first statement is well known in probability theory as the 2-stability of normal distribution. For the second statement we get 
Hence, Z is indeed normally distributed with E(Z ) = 0 and Var(Z ) = r 2 . It remains to show that Z and a, x are independent. We observe that
and, finally, Lemma 13 yields the claim. Lemma 16: Let x ∈ R N and f x : R N → R be according to (II.5), (II.9). Then, it holds 
2) Using the notation of Lemma 14, we get
D. Proof of Theorem 3
We use this result to prove Theorem 3. Using Lemma 16, we first observe Since −cr t 1 ≥ 0 for 0 ≤ t 1 < ∞, we can further estimate
As claimed, putting both terms together, we arrive at
case: c > 0: First let us observe that 1 − cr t
(III.17)
We combine this estimate with (III.15) and arrive at
E. Proof of Theorem 4
To simplify the presentation, we give the proof for t = 1. To apply Theorem 2 we choose
and we obtain the estimate
Using (II.12) this already implies
with at least the same probability. Now, we want to apply Theorem 3 with w =x to estimate the left hand side of this inequality. Here we distinguish the three cases c = x,x ≤ 0, 0 < c ≤ 1/r and 1/r < c. First, we will show that the two cases c ≤ 0 and 0 < c < 1/r lead to a contradiction and then, for the case c > 1/r , we will prove our claim. 1. case c ≤ 0: Using Theorem 3 we get the estimate
and (III.18) gives (with our choice for r and ε) the contradiction
2. case 0 < c ≤ 1/r: As in the first case we use Theorem 3 in order to show a contradiction. First, we get the estimate
Now, we consider the function
It holds g(z) ≥ 0 and
so g is monotonically decreasing. With cr < 1, this yields
Again, (III.18) now gives the contradiction
We conclude that it must hold c > 1/r almost surely.
case 1/r < c:
We get the estimate
where we used cr > 1 for the last inequality. Further, we get
Finally, combining (III.18), (III.19) and (III.20), we arrive at
which finishes the proof of the theorem.
IV. RECOVERY IN THE PRESENCE OF MISCLASSIFICATIONS
We exploit the robustness of the geometric approach used in the proof of Theorem 4 and show how to modify the analysis given there in the presence of misclassifications. Compared to Assumption 1, we will no longer assume that the labels y i are exact, i.e., that y i = sign( a i , x ) . Instead, we allow for a misclassification factor modeled by a random variable θ taking values +1 and −1 only. Here, +1 corresponds to a correct classification and −1 to a misclassified training sample. Moreover, we will assume that the probability of misclassification decays with the distance of a i from the separating hyperplane {α ∈ R N : α, x = 0}, which is given simply by | a i , x |. It means, that
where θ i (t) takes randomly the values −1 with probability ϕ(t) ∈ (0, 1) and the value +1 with probability 1 − ϕ(t). Naturally, we allow for ϕ(0) = 1/2 (the classification of test samples close to the separating hyperplane is nearly random and misclassifications are very likely), but we also demand that ϕ(t) decays to zero if |t| → ∞. Hence, misclassifications are rare for test samples lying far from the separating hyperplane. We will later work with ϕ(t) = 1/2 · (1 + |t|) − p for some p > 2, but the technique can be easily extended to other choices of ϕ.
We summarize the setting of recovery of sparse classifiers in the presence of misclassifications.
Assumption 17: (i) x ∈ R N is the true compressible classifier with x 2 = 1, x 1 ≤ R, R ≥ 1, which we want to approximate;
training data points for some constant r > 0; (iii) p > 2 and θ i (t), i = 1, . . . , m are independent random variables taking the value −1 with probability 
where the subindex x denotes the dependency of f x on x (via y i ). Furthermore, for any x, w ∈ R N , Similarly to (II.12) we obtain
First, we discuss the estimate of the right hand side of (IV.5) from above. We observe that the proof of Theorem 2 was based on symmetrization (cf. Lemma 8) . This allowed to multiply the classification labels y i by independent Bernoulli variables ε i in Lemma 9 and Lemma 11. Finally, we notice that the random variables ε i y i 's are equidistributed with independent Bernoulli variables no matter if y i 's are defined by (II.3) or as in Assumption 17(iv). As a conclusion, Theorem 2 holds true also under Assumption 17 and
Next, we need to bound the left-hand side of (IV.5) from below. We use (IV.3) to bound E f x (x) from above. We proceed similarly as in Lemma 16 and get with the help of (III.15)
To estimate E f x (x), we denote c = x,x , c = x 2 2 − c 2 and proceed in the same way as in Lemma 16. We use (III.16) and (III.17) and get for independent ω 1 , ω 2 ∼ N (0, 1)
We summarize our findings in the following theorem.
Theorem 18: Let N ≥ 2, 0 < ε < 0.092, p > 2 and r >
Then, under the Assumption 17, it holds
for some positive constants γ , C p , C .
In this section we extend our analysis to SVMs, which combine both the 1 -and the 2 -penalty. This concept is known as doubly regularized SVM, cf [45] . Nevertheless, the combination of 1 -and 2 -constraints appeared already before in the theory of elastic nets [7] , [22] , [48] . The main motivation for the mixture of 1 -and 2 -penalties there is its behavior in the presence of highly correlated variables. In such a scenario, LASSO and 1 -SVM tend to pick only a few of them, and remove the rest, with the selection being quite unstable. On the other hand, elastic nets and doubly regularized SVMs prefer to select or remove highly correlated variables together. Both these methods have been successfully used in gene selection and microarray analysis [28] , [46] , [48] .
In our data model of independent Gaussians the variables are (with high probability) incoherent and our motivation for introducing an additional 2 -penalty into (II.7) is rather different. By intersecting the constraint w 1 ≤ R with w 2 ≤ 1, we avoid vectors with large 2 -norm being the potential minimizers. As a result, no normalization ofx is necessary and we can estimate x −x 2 directly instead of x −x x 2 2 , cf. (II.13) and (V.3). It turns out that for our data model the combination of 1 -and 2 -penalty outperforms (in some sense) the 1 -SVM. The main message of Theorem 19 is therefore that if the metric of interest is the (Euclidean) distance between the true sparse/compressible classifier x with x 2 = 1 and its approximationx given by an SVM, then a doubly regularized SVM might outperform 1 -SVM even in the absence of correlated variables. We give a numerical comparison of the 1 -SVM and the doubly regularized SVM in Section VI.
Let us give the setting and the main result of this section. Instead of (II.7), we consider the set
and the optimization problem
Let us remark that (V.1) also plays a crucial role in the analysis of [36] . Similarly to Theorem 4, we split the result into two parts, one with a simplified formulation involving some implicit constants and one with detailed dependence of the constants on the confidence level t > 0. 5), a 1 , . . . , a m ∈ R N according to (II.6) and letx ∈ R N be a minimizer of (V.2).
(
Remark 20:
1) The analysis of [36] was based on the notion of the Gaussian mean width w(K ) of a set K ⊂ R N , which is defined as
where 
where the constants in the last equivalence are positive real numbers, which do not depend on R or N. If, on the other hand,K is defined by (V.1) with 1 ≤ R ≤ √ N, then it was shown in [36] that
We can therefore conclude that in terms of the Gaussian mean width there is no big difference between (II.8) and (V.1).
2) The main advantage of Theorem 19 compared to
Theorem 4 is that the parameter r does not need to grow to infinity. Indeed, if (say) ε < 0.2, we can take r = 10, and obtain x −x 2 2 ≤ C 1 ε for m ≥ C 2 ε −2 R 2 log(N) with high probability. To achieve the same rate of approximation with the help of Theorem 4, it is necessary to set r = 1/ε in (II.13), which leads to x −x x 2 2 2 ≤ C 3 ε for m ≥ C 4 ε −4 R 2 log(N).
3) The constants appearing in Theorem 19 can be again derived explicitly from its second part. For example, for t = 1 we obtain γ = 16, C = 1.26 and C = 1/16.
Proof of Theorem 19:
We getK ⊂ K with K according to (II.8). Hence, Theorem 2 and (II.12) still remain true if we replace K byK and we obtain
with high probability and
wherex is now the minimizer of (V.2). It remains to estimate the expected value E( f x (w) − f x (x)). As in the proof of Theorem 4, we first obtain c = x 2 2 − x,x 2 > 0 and c = x,x > 0. Using Lemma 16, we get
The claim now follows from (V.5) and (V.4).
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We performed several numerical tests to exhibit different aspects of the algorithms discussed above. We considered the 1 -SVM as given by (II.7), the SVM (V.2), which combines the 1 -with the 2 -penalty and which we refer to as 1,2 -SVM and finally the 1-Bit Compressed Sensing algorithm of [36] , which is given bŷ 
A. Implementation
Using slack variables, the 1 -SVM can be recast into a linear program. We refer e.g. to [17, Ch. 3] for a similar approach to LASSO, which applies with only minor changes also to 1 -SVM. Then we used the MATLAB command linprog to find the minimizer. For 1,2 -SVM and 1-Bit Compressed Sensing we used cvx, a MATLAB-based toolbox for specifying and solving convex programs [18] . Further, we generated the Gaussian measurement vectors using the MATLAB command randn and throughout all experiments we set R = x 1 .
B. Dependency on r
The To demonstrate the influence of r on the approximation error achieved by 1 -SVM and 1,2 -SVM, we performed the following experiment. We fixed the dimension of the data to N = 1000. Then, for different values of r between zero and 1.2, we generated a random vector x ∈ R N with exactly three non-zero coefficients of value ±1/ √ 3 taken each with probability one half and their positions randomly and uniformly distributed. Then, we generated m = 100 or m = 200 training points a i ∈ R N according to (II.6) and calculated y i = sign( a i , x ), cf. (II.3). We calculatedx by (II.7) and (V.2), respectively. For each value of r and m, we repeated this experiment n = 100 times and plotted the average distance between x andx/ x 2 .
We observe that especially for small r 's the 1,2 -SVM performs better than the classical 1 -SVM. As argued already above, decreasing r reduces the probability, that the minimizer of the 1 -SVM or the 1,2 -SVM is consistent with the observed labels. In such cases, the solution of the 1 -SVM may land in some of the thin and long vertices of the set K , falling far from the true classifier x -an effect, which is strongly limited when minimizing over the setK .
C. Dependency on m
We present the dependence of the approximation error on the number of measurements m in Figure 2 . For N = 1000 and m growing from 100 to 800, we average the following computation over n = 100 trials. We generate a 5-sparse random vector x ∈ R N by placing five non-zero entries +1, −1, +0.5, −0.5 and 0.3 randomly and uniformly distributed over the index set {1, . . . , N} and afterwards normalizing for the Euclidean norm equal to one. We then generate m data points a i according to (II.6) and assign them to one of two classes by calculating y i = sign( a i , x ) . For two different values of r , namely r = 1 and r = √ m/20, we recoverx by the 1 -SVM. Furthermore, we find the minimizer of the 1,2 -SVM for r = 1. Finally, we also find the solution of 1-Bit Compressed Sensing (VI.1), but in this case the maximizer of (VI.1) is independent of r . We then plot the average Euclidean distance between x andx/ x 2 over n = 100 trials for 1 Figure 3 studies the dependence of the approximation error and the classification rates of unseen data on m and N simultaneously.
D. Dependency on m and N
We let the dimension N grow from 20 to 1000 with a step size 20 and the number of measurements m from 10 to 150 with step size 10. For each fixed pair (N, m) in this range, we repeated the following computation n = 100 times. We generated a unit norm random vector x ∈ R N with three non-zero coefficients of the value ±1/ √ 3, each taken with probability one half and their indices randomly and uniformly distributed in the set {1, . . . , N}. We then generated m training points according to (II.6), put y i = sign( a i , x ) and recovered x by (II.7) and (V.2), respectively. The parameter r was chosen as r = √ m/5 in the case of 1 -SVM and as r = 0.75 for 1,2 -SVM. For the classification rates heat maps we then generated n test = 1000 new data pointsã i by (II.6) and counted how many of them got classified correctly byx, i.e., for how many of them one has sign( ã i , x ) = sign( ã i ,x ). The average number of the portion of the well classified points over the n = 100 trials then determines the color at the (N, m) point in the figure. For the approximation-error heat maps we just calculated x −x/ x 2 2 for the 1 -SVM and x −x 2 for the 1,2 -SVM and the average of these quantities again over n = 100 trials corresponds to the color at the (N, m) point in the figure. Figure 3 clearly demonstrates several important effects. First, we observe that m indeed has to grow only very slowly in dependence on N to achieve both good approximation error as well as good classification rates. This is in a very good agreement with the logarithmic dependence of m on N in Theorem 4 and Theorem 19. Furthermore, the phase transition between regions with good and bad performance of 1 -SVM and 1,2 -SVM is not particularly sharp. This is again well reflected in the theory. Although the factor 1/16 is most likely not optimal, the formula (II.15) suggests that a tiny increase of t will not be sufficient to make the probabilities of success close to one. And finally, both the approximation error and the classification rate of 1,2 -SVM are indeed slightly better than those of 1 -SVM. This is again the phenomena discussed already in Figure 1 and Section VI-B.
E. Performance in the Presence of Misclassifications
The Figures 4 and 5 study the performance of the 1 -SVM, the 1,2 -SVM, and the 1-Bit Compressed Sensing algorithm in the presence of misclassifications. Similarly to Section IV, we assume that the labels y i are corrupted and are given by y i = θ i ( a i , x )sign( a i , x ) , where θ i (t) are independent random variables with θ i (t) = −1 with probability ϕ(t) =
1/2
(1+|t |) 4 , +1 with probability 1 − ϕ(t).
(VI.2) Figure 4 presents the dependency of the approximation error on the number of measurements m for two different choices We generated a unit norm 3-sparse random vector x ∈ R N with entries ±1/ √ 3 and m training points according to (II.6), put y i = sign( a i , x ) and recoverx by (II.7) and (V.2), respectively. The parameter r was chosen r = √ m/5 in the case of 1 -SVM and r = 0.75 for 1,2 -SVM. For the classification rates heat maps we then generated n test = 1000 new data pointsã i by (II.6) and counted how many of them get classified correctly byx, i.e., for how many of them one has sign( ã i , x ) = sign( ã i ,x ). For the approximation error heat maps we just calculated x −x/ x 2 2 for the 1 -SVM and x −x 2 for the 1,2 -SVM. of the scaling parameter r . For N = 1000 and m growing from 100 to 800, we average the following computation over n = 100 trials. We generate a 5-sparse random vector Figure 5 studies the dependence of the approximation error of the 1 -SVM, the 1,2 -SVM and 1-Bit Compressed Sensing on m and N in the presence of misclassifications, similarly to Figure 3 for the noiseless case. We let N grow from 20 to 1000 with a step size 20 and the number of measurements m from 10 to 200 with a step size 10. For each fixed pair (N, m) in this range, we repeated the following computation n = 100 times. We generated a unit norm random vector x ∈ R N with s = 3 non-zero coefficients of the value ±1/ √ 3, each taken with probability one half and their indices randomly and uniformly distributed in the set {1, . . . , N}. We then generated m training points a i = rã i with i.i.d. a i ∼ N (0, Id) and the choice r = 1. Then we calculated the disturbed labels y i = θ i ( a i , x )sign( a i , x ) with θ i given by (VI.2). Afterwards, we recoveredx by the 1 -SVM, the 1,2 -SVM and 1-Bit Compressed Sensing, respectively. Then we calculated x −x/ x 2 2 for the 1 -SVM and x −x 2 for the 1,2 -SVM and 1-Bit Compressed Sensing. The average of these quantities over n = 100 trials corresponds to the color at the (N, m) point in the figure.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have analyzed the performance of 1 -SVM (II.7) in recovering sparse classifiers. Theorem 4 shows, that a good approximation of such a sparse classifier can be achieved with a small number of learning points m if the data is well spread. The geometric properties of well distributed learning points are modelled by independent Gaussian vectors with growing variance r and it would be interesting to know, how 1 -SVM performs on points chosen independently from other distributions. The number of learning points needs to grow logarithmically with the underlying dimension N and linearly with the sparsity of the classifier. On the other hand, the optimality of the dependence of m on ε and r remains open. Another important question discussed is the behavior of
